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critics except when needed for clarity. Editors make substantive choices when
transliterating and when creating glossaries, and we have chosen to give pri-
ority to local ways of writing and understanding word forms. Because all the
authors are writing about Indonesia and use standard Indonesian transliter-
ations of Arabic terms, we retain the Indonesian written forms (thus: hudud,
talak). Nonetheless, in the Glossary we label some of these words, even when
written in an Indonesian style, as Arabic (Ar.) to indicate that they usually are
locally seen as Arabic, especially when they have a technical Islamic meaning
(thus: ghairumuakkadah). Otherwords are labeled as both Arabic and Indone-
sian (Ar., Ind.) to indicate that they have an Arabic derivation and also are
locally seen as standard Indonesian (thus: akad nikah, syariah). Some terms
are from standard Indonesian (Ind.) and others are seen locally as belonging
to local languages, and are so labelled (thus: co’i di pewe [Bima]). We realize
that these are not cut and dry distinctions, but as long-term ethnographers of
Indonesian Islamic discourse, we think we have arrived at a reasonable out-
come.
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Introduction
StudyingWomen’s Access to Property

John R. Bowen and Arskal Salim

The past twenty years have seen an increasing degree of collaboration among
scholars who share an interest in Islamic law but who were trained in diverse
disciplines, from theology and law to anthropology and history. Major edited
volumes attest to this new multidisciplinary approach to particular topics,
whether the role of muftis (religious legal experts) and fatwas (scholarly opin-
ions), the operation of courts across the centuries, or the broader social con-
texts of shari‘a (see, respectively, Masud, Messick, & Powers, 1996; Masud,
Peters, & Powers, 2006; Dupret, 2012).

This volume aims to support thismultidisciplinary engagementwith Islamic
law, with a quite specific focus: Indonesian women’s strategies to secure rights
to property in Islamic legal settings. The spotlight on property allows us to
look broadly at the range of factors shaping strategies and outcomes, from
long-standing local cultural codes to recent Supreme Court circulars. The case
studies examine different dimensions of this multi-faceted realm, with some
authors concentrating on local cultural systems and changes, and others focus-
ing on debates about how best to interpret Islamic law, or on practices of
litigants, lawyers and judges in Islamic courts. Our contributors come from dis-
ciplines of Islamic studies, law, and anthropology, and they work in settings
across Indonesia, from Aceh to Bima. We thus have a focused question, taken
up across a range of social and geographical contexts in one country.

These cases concern inheritance, divorce, and related aspects of Islamic law.
In Indonesia, these are the domains where Islam has had its strongest material
effects, andwhere the relative claims of customary practices and Islamic norms
produced vigorous debates and not a few armed conflicts over past centuries.
Inheritance often was the focus. These debates and conflicts led generations of
anthropologists and colonial administrators to describe inheritance systems in
Indonesia, producing books on adatrecht (codified customary law) and, more
recently, studies of state–law pluralism, or the coexistence of two or more
formal legal systems that overlap in jurisdiction, of which the Minangkabau
of West Sumatra long ago became the favoured study site (see von Benda-
Beckmann & von Benda-Beckmann, 2006). Some of our contributors speak
to this tradition of study, examining conflicts and changes across inheritance
regimes and how these affect women’s access to property.
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Other contributors look at processes by which Islamic court judges make
monetary awards to women as part of divorce proceedings, a topic that has
been studied most extensively in Middle Eastern and North African countries.
This regional emphasis is in part because of the high amount of the marriage
gifts (mahr) in many of those countries, most famously in Iran. Payment only
comes due if the husband divorces his wife, which means that the wife has a
useful bargaining chip (Mir-Hosseini, 2001). Of course, some researchers have
also studied this topic in Indonesia, but more emphasis has been placed on
tracing changes in national family law.1

Why the focus here on women? Across the Muslim world, scholars have
started from the local social and cultural structures that shape men’s and
women’s access to resources, and found varying degrees of gender asymme-
try. Islamic textual concepts play a role in providing justifications for men’s
control of households, of public and political roles, and of land and other
forms of property. But fromone region to another,Muslim societies also exhibit
profound differences in gendered ideas and practices: one well-known indica-
tor of the power of cultural forces remains the sharp difference in women’s
survival rates between South and Southeast Asia. Against these interwoven
backgrounds of textual justifications and cross-regional differences in gender
asymmetry, anthropologists have highlighted women’s strategies for drawing
on Islam to their own material advantage.2

Some of these studies highlight the importance of power, knowledge, and
social ties in courtroom contexts, but they approach those contexts in differing
ways. For example, studying divorce in Iran and Morocco, Ziba Mir-Hosseini
(2001) emphasizes how litigants strategically represent their divorce demands
and how judges seek to bring about the outcomes they personally prefer. She
shows that all actors work strategically within the constraints of statutes and
fatwas. Mir-Hosseini’s work showcases a working judicial system in a classical
social anthropologicalway, as a set of mechanismswithinwhichpeoplework to
achieve ends; it also emphasizes the Islamic repertoire as interpreted by judges,
muftis, and litigants. Arzoo Osanloo (2009) visits similar Iranian courtrooms
but as part of a study of rights discourses. She shows howwomen’s claims to be
rights-bearers are nourished in Qur’anic study groups but also by the codifica-
tion of Iranian civil law thatmakes explicit individual rights; they havemultiple

1 For studies of courtroom awards, see Bowen, 2003; van Huis, 2016, pp. 167–193; Nurlaelawati,
2010. For the broader picture, see Feener and Cammack, 2007.

2 On textual justifications see Ali, 2016; Mir-Hosseini, 1999; on property strategies and kinship
patterns, see Moors, 1995; Mundy, 1988, pp. 1–123; on demographic imbalances, see Sen, 1990.
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pathways for asserting rights, not limited to the strategic manipulation of tex-
tual references carried out in the courtrooms (Mir-Hosseini, 2009).

Anthropological studies of judges and courts also examine extrajudicial
ways of resolving disputes and regulating property transmission. Scholars trace
women’s strategies and outcomes with respect to specific regimes that shape
access to property, such as systems of common property, patron–client rela-
tionships, property distribution rules, and kinship systems (see, respectively,
Benda-Beckmann, 1979; Ilahiane, 2004; Peters, 1978; Mundy, 1988). Here careful
ethnographic work has shown that a rule or category, such as those regarding
women’s rights to inheritance shares, conceals a multidimensional space of
power and resources. Annelies Moors’s (1995) important study of Palestinian
women shows, inter alia, that inheriting property can be a mark of a woman’s
social status, indicating she is part of a wealthy, high-status family, or it can
indicate she is in a weak situation and must claim property to survive – but
even then, she is likely to lose the property to her more powerful brothers or
cousins.Moors’s study adds ethnographic substance to Pierre Bourdieu’s (1977)
well-known argument that ‘following rules’ explains little of the political econ-
omy of marriage or transfers of property.

These and other authors also discuss social changes that affect women’s
practical claims to property, including the effects of women’s education and
employment on access to property, in part through enhanced social capital
(Chatty, 1996; Quisumbing &Maluccio, 2003), and, working in the other direc-
tion, processes such as commercialization, population growth, and concurrent
increases in land value that make it more difficult for women to access and
retain property (Gray & Kevane, 1999).

Indonesian Contexts

Over the past century, socio-legal change in Indonesia has followed a rhythm
of gradual centralization and then sudden decentralization. If in the early 20th
century, colonial rulers marginalized the role of Islamic law, by the end of that
century a series of legal reforms had created a centralized Islamic judiciary
with authority over matters of marriage, divorce, and, in ways that differed
by province, inheritance among Muslims. In parallel, various local ways of
resolving disputeswere transformed byDutch scholars and administrators into
usable codes of ‘adat law’ (adatrecht), each applicable in its ownadministrative
region. After Indonesia’s independence, both Islam and adatwere reformed by
Supreme Court rulings and other national legislation into positive law in the
form of codes and rulings.
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Although one can say that Southeast Asian societies enjoy relative gender
equality compared to other regions – women and men work together in the
fields, in child care, and in commerce and education – some tenets of Islamic
law conflict with the general sense that women and men have equal claims on
property and in married life. In the early 20th century, Islamic law was inter-
preted as offering women a post-divorce payment rather than a share of prop-
erty, and gavemen rights to initiate divorce not shared bywomen. Adat systems
often gave only sons rights to land, although generallywomenhad some inheri-
tance rights, and in some societies inheritance and status were passed through
women, although not necessarily controlled by women.

Beginning in the 1930s, women’s groups demanded equal property rights for
women and the reform of marriage and divorce laws. After independence, the
Indonesian Supreme Court proclaimed that a new, post-revolutionary ‘living
adat’ held the equality of men and women as a notable principle. Others tried
to develop a new Indonesian tradition of Islamic jurisprudence, and they did
so by pointing to the cultural specificity of Indonesian values and practices vis-
à-vis theArabworld. Differences in the global sphere of Islam thus could justify
innovation in Indonesian Islamic norms (see Bowen, 2003; Feener, 2011).

Themajor concern of the NewOrder Indonesian state was, however, to con-
trol and centralize. For Islamic law in Indonesia, three measures established
the current system. The 1974 marriage law gave Islamic courts sole author-
ity to recognize marriages and divorces for Muslims, including the husband’s
repudiation of his wife, the talaq, which in previous years he could effectively
perform on his own. A 1989 law created a uniform set of jurisdictional rules for
courts throughout Indonesia and in particular gave to Islamic courts jurisdic-
tion – but not always sole jurisdiction – over inheritancematters, although the
degree to which such courts have been used continues to differ greatly from
one province to another. Finally, in 1991, President Suharto ordered that the
new Compilation of Islamic Law in Indonesia be followed by all civil servants,
including judges. The compilation consists of a set of rules concerning Islamic
family law. With these changes, the officially mandated sources of Islamic law
for resolvingproperty disputesmoved fromselectedbooks of fiqh to anew legal
code.

Much recent scholarship on women’s legal rights focuses precisely on these
processes of étatisation of Islamic law (see Cammack, 1997; Nurlaelawati, 2010;
Salim & Azra, 2003). This literature traces how the New Order regime pre-
ferred the unification of law by: 1) selecting only one of many available forms
of Islamic jurisprudence andmaking it national law, 2) taking legal norms from
various existing legal practices (living law) and ratifying them as positive law,
and 3) compressing different legal provisions and processes into a single legal
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procedure. The state not only steered the processes and shaped the legislation
but also had a stronger role than before (for example, in judicial granting of
divorce). As a result, in court practice, many judges and justice seekers hold
simplified views that 1) law is official and monolithic; 2) state laws are supe-
rior to andmore valid than non-state laws, namely religious jurisprudence and
social consensus; and 3) standardized legal procedures determine the outcome
of legal processes. With all these views in place, law in many cases is regarded
as produced by formal state institutions.

But real-life courtroomprocedures have never been as clear-cut as this state-
centric view would suggest. Judges draw on local cultural codes and their own
views of morality and religion whenweighing competing claims. Furthermore,
othermechanisms of dispute resolution andproperty distributionhave contin-
ued tooperate in Indonesia’s rural settings. Finally, the centralizationof judicial
power was perfected just as local governments were given the power to define
more of their own political and cultural priorities, through regional autonomy
laws thatwere passed soon after Suharto’s resignation inMay 1998. Political and
fiscal decentralization gave rise to new cultural demands on the part of eth-
nic and religious groups regarding identity and self-government. These groups
include local Islamic authorities, such as the Majelis Permusyawaratan Ulama
(MPU or the Consultative Council of Ulama) in Aceh. In Aceh, the right of
the provincial legislature to pass statutes based on shari‘a was granted by the
national Parliament in 1999 and 2001.We are only beginning to trace how these
changes – legal centralization, and political and cultural decentralization –
affect the aspirations and practices of women and men who seek legal reme-
dies.3

The Organization of This Volume

This volume began as a research project focused on two provinces, Aceh and
South Sulawesi, led by the editorsworking togetherwith three local researchers
in 2011–2013.4 We then brought in other Indonesian researchers, all with

3 On the broad political changes see Holtzappel and Ramstedt, 2009; van Dijk and Kaptein,
2016; on the courts, see Lindsey and Butt, 2013; and on shari‘a-based regulations, see Bowen,
2013.

4 Fieldwork was carried out under the auspices and with the support of the Andromaque
researchproject (Anthropologie dudroit dans lesmondesmusulmans africains et asiatiques),
a three-year (2011–2013) project funded by the French Agence Nationale de la Recherche
and led by Baudouin Dupret of the Centre national de la recherche scientifique. The project
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research experience on the topic, bywayof aworkshopheld at the Islamic State
University (UIN) Syarif Hidayatullah, Jakarta, in 2013. Additional discussions,
writing, and editing helped hone our thoughts and questions, now presented
in this volume.

Each of the following chapter examines women’s access to property in the
forms of mahr (marriage gift), joint marital property, post-divorce payments,
or inheritance divisions. Part one focuses on how local systems of meaning,
norms, and power strengthen or weakenwomen’s position and property rights.
Atun Wardatun investigates a distinct form of marriage payment practiced
among Muslims who live on the island of Bima, West Nusa Tenggara. Locally
known as ‘Ampa co’i ndai’, it literallymeans elevating one’s own price, but tech-
nically the term refers to a practice in which the bride and/or bride’s family
pays all the wedding expenses, thereby raising women’s status and countering
‘traditional and common beliefs’ about Islamic marriage payments at two lev-
els. At the personal level, by reconsidering the kafa’a (suitability) of bride and
groom, this practice lends bargaining power to the bride and/or her family. At
the family level, this practice creates or enhances the social standing of both
families, highlighting their interests in the future life of the bride by using the
son-in-law to preserve both the bride’s and their own status. The outcome of
these actions and interactions can be seen in more or less access to property.

Rosmah Tami focuses on women’s property rights among the Bugis and
Makassar ethnic groups in South Sulawesi. She looks in particular at the con-
cept of siri, meaning reticence, honour, or shame, both of individuals and col-
lective entities such as an extended family. She discusses how the norm of siri
serves as a means for women to have control over their property rights, and is
articulated through particular features of wedding ceremonies. One of those
is symbolically expressed in the form of a gift (locally known as sompa/sun-
rang, and is usually a parcel of land) presented to a bride. By studying a number
of disputes over such property submitted to the religious judiciary of Makas-
sar and Sungguminasa, Tami discovered that the local idea of siri creates both
incentives and disincentives for Bugis and Makassar women to claim their
property rights. On the one hand, a woman who upholds her siri will be able
to negotiate the size and claim the amount of property presented during the
wedding ceremony. On the other hand, she might fear that others would find

involved twelve senior scholars working on women’s property rights inMuslim communities
in four countries:Morocco, Sudan, India, and Indonesia. Project details are available at: http://
www.agence‑nationale‑recherche.fr/en/anr‑funded‑project/?tx_lwmsuivibilan_pi2[CODE]=
ANR‑10‑SUDS‑0004.

http://www.agence-nationale-recherche.fr/en/anr-funded-project/?tx_lwmsuivibilan_pi2[CODE]=ANR-10-SUDS-0004
http://www.agence-nationale-recherche.fr/en/anr-funded-project/?tx_lwmsuivibilan_pi2[CODE]=ANR-10-SUDS-0004
http://www.agence-nationale-recherche.fr/en/anr-funded-project/?tx_lwmsuivibilan_pi2[CODE]=ANR-10-SUDS-0004
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her actions risky with respect to maintaining her family’s dignity. That consid-
eration might lead her to not seek control over property.

Part two focuses on women’s perspectives and strategies. Tutik Hamidah
studies how female activists in the two largest Muslim women’s organizations
in Indonesia, the Muslimat NU and Aisyiah Muhammadiyah, view the issue of
the rights of children who are born to parents who are not officially married
in a manner recognized by the state (as opposed to unregistered marriages).
These rights include the recognition of a lineage relation and, in particular,
the right to inherit property. A controversial decision of the Constitutional
Court in 2010 now allows such children to receive an inheritance from their
biological fathers. She considers a case submitted to the Constitutional Court
reviewing a provision of the 1974 Indonesian Marriage Law that denied a legal
tie between such children and their fathers. The case concerned a child who
was born to Moerdiono (a former minister during the Suharto regime) and
MachicaMochtar (a singer), who had an unregisteredmarriage. Hamidah finds
that female leaders of both organizations appreciated the decision of the Con-
stitutional Court, regarding it as a long overdue resolution that allows these
children to inherit.

Analyzing legal processes governing access to inheritance cases in both civil
and shari‘a state courts of LhokseumaweandBandaAceh,NandaAmalia exam-
ines female disputants’ strategies in court and the extent to which these are
helpful in securing their property rights. In particular, she discusses how the
lawyers employed by female disputants to represent them interpret and make
use of legal instruments to claim inheritance, and finds that these lawyers very
often play decisive roles. She examines how lawyers construct facts and present
relevant evidence, and how judges’ decisions are influenced by lawyers’ legal
reasoning.

Part three of this volume focuses on the extent to which women’s property
rights are shaped by judges’ assessment of submitted cases and their interpre-
tation of legal texts. Euis Nurlaelawati examines judges’ arguments for their
rulings onwomen’s demands for post-divorce payments, as seen in several case
studies from religious courts of two districts in Banten province, Tangerang
and Serang. She points out that the success of women in getting access to their
rights has partly to dowith the fact thatmany judges in both districts have been
sensitive toward gender equality and have thus attempted to protect women’s
rights after their divorce. This sensitivity is found elsewhere in Indonesia as
well, for example, when judges require the husband to bring post-divorce pay-
ments with them before finalising the divorce. But she also notes that many
husbands cannot afford tomake the full payment, and that it has been difficult
to enforce monthly child support arrangements, not only because husbands
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may be financially burdened for many years, but also because divorced cou-
ples’ relationships often have severely deteriorated.

Abidin Nurdin focuses on decisions made by Islamic judges about the
amount of post-divorce payments to ex-wives. If Nurlaelawati generally dis-
cusses legal reasoning of Islamic judges in providingwomenwith some divorce
payments, Nurdin looks closely at how Islamic judges evaluate the wives’ good
or bad conduct duringmarriage to determine the amount of divorce payments.
He shows that Islamic judges employed the concept of nusyuz (disobedience)
to measure wives’ conduct and allocated post-divorce payments based on this
assessment. Four case studies fromBanda Aceh and Jantho shari‘a courts show
that judges often emphasize wives’ behaviours more than husbands’ financial
ability to afford the post-divorce payments. In addition, he includes a discus-
sion on procedures to carry out post-divorce payments to women whose ex-
husbands are Indonesian civil servants. Despite the existence of a law to regu-
late themarriage and divorce of Indonesian civil servants, some judges oppose
this state regulation as contradictory to Islamic law. In their view, obligingmale
civil servants to share one-third of their monthly incomes with their ex-wives
until they get remarried to new husbands goes against Islamic law and is there-
fore not enforced.

Arskal Salim investigates why and how marriage payments in two Indone-
sian provinces (Aceh and South Sulawesi) are transformed into disputes. He
not only looks at the distinct meanings of marriage payments in both regions,
but also examines the extent to which judges assess and accept evidence pre-
sented before the courtroom. A comparative analysis shows that while social
status and hierarchy in South Sulawesi continue to be important, social strata
in Aceh have changed significantly, and equal rights of spouses are more likely
to be recognized. Disputes overmarriage payments take placemore frequently
in South Sulawesi than in Aceh, which he argues has largely to do with the
fact thatmarriage payments in Bugis andMakassar communities often take the
formof land ownership transfers froma groom to a bride. This kind of marriage
payment complicates the case especially because the land remains under the
possession of the bride’s parents and is seldom turned into a certificate of own-
ership in the wife’s name even after years of marriage. A settlement of this type
of dispute thus requires complex evidence to be presented before the judges: a
marriage certificate, the husband’s testimony, and the testimonies of the mar-
riage registrar and witnesses who attended the wedding ceremony. Salim finds
that judges did not accept a woman’s claim of property ownershipwithout see-
ing strong and relevant evidence.
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Closing Remarks

Across IndonesianMuslim societies, women both face obstacles and formulate
strategies to gain access to property. In some cases, the obstacles derive from
local cultural systems that make it difficult and socially costly to demand legal
rights. But in others, we find that recourse to Islamic courts can give women
access to land and other forms of property, not only because of the codifica-
tion of Islamic law but also because of a widely distributed judicial concern
with protecting women’s rights.

More broadly, these studies show that it is only by following practices and
cases at the local level that we can begin to understand how women and men
fare in legal settings. Codes and compilations can then be seen as instruments
deployed in order to achieve certain outcomes, not as summations of how
things work.
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chapter 1

The Social Practice of Mahr among Bimanese
Muslims
Modifying Rules, Negotiating Roles

AtunWardatun

Social anthropologists have long emphasized the importance of studying pay-
ments attendant on marriage (Evans-Pritchard, 1946; Goody & Tambiah, 1973;
Moors, 1994). Inmany societies, these payments form amaterial outline of rela-
tions of status, economy, and gender. Furthermore, only by following payments
across families, social classes, and villages canwe grasp these complexities. The
ramifications of material gifts and exchanges are not captured by statements
of rules, but require an ethnographic study that allows us to capture consider-
ations that often are not announced publicly (Bourdieu, 1977).

Such is surely the case in majority-Muslim societies. Islamic regulations on
mahr, or payments made by husbands to wives as part of the marriage con-
tract, are flexible in some aspects but rigid in others. While there are no exact
standards as to the amount of mahr to be paid, or consensus on whether it
should be paid upon consummation of marriage or deferred, there are, at least,
threemahr principles that have been specifically addressed in Islamic texts and
legal structures. However, these have been modified, extended, and comple-
mented by social practices. The focus of this chapter is on the gap between
these mahr principles and empirical practice, which has received scant schol-
arly attention, and in particular the mahr practices of the Bimanese Muslims
of eastern Indonesia.

The first principle is that themahr provider should be aman and, as stressed
by all schools of Islamic law, this is related to a husband’s unilateral right to
divorce his wife (Al-Shan’ani, 1960). In practice, however, mahr is not always
provided only by the man: through negotiations, it can be provided by either
the husband (and/or his family) or the woman (and/or her family) or by both.
In Bima, it is common for women and/or their families to providemahr, locally
known as ‘ampa co’i ndai’, and it is viewed as a means to maintain family sta-
bility by discouraging extramarital affairs that could lead to divorce.

Second, mahr is an obligatory marriage payment, the only one clearly stip-
ulated by religious law. Monsoor (2008) describes it as a religiously sanctioned
obligation of grooms to provide property to brides, signifying a man’s respon-
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sibility to initiate marriage. In fact, mahr frequently accompanies other pay-
ments such as dowry or bride wealth, as well as many other types of local pay-
ment arrangements. Rapoport (2000) for example, writes that in early Islamic
Egyptian marriage, there was jihaz or shiwar, terms that refer to dowry, a mat-
rimonial gift brought by the bride into her marriage as a counterpart to the
mahr referred to locally as ‘shadaq’. In contemporary Egyptian Muslim mar-
riages, mahr is overshadowed by other payments borne by the groom, such as
gihaz (house and furniture) and shabkha (jewellery for the bride signalling the
couple’s engagement that becomes the wife’s property once themarriage takes
place) (Salem, 2001). Meanwhile, among Sasak Muslims in Lombok, eastern
Indonesia, mahr coexists with pisuke (bride wealth) to compensate the wali
(marriage guardian for the bride) for his approval of the marriage (bait wali)
(Muslim & Taisir, 2009).

The third principle is that mahr is linked to the act of consummation.
All four of the Sunni schools of law emphasize that a wife has the right to
demand immediate payment of mahr after the marriage has been consum-
mated and, if the husband wants to defer payment, she has the right to allow
suchdeferralwhile remaining the sole recipient (Takim, 2012;Welchman, 2000;
Monsoor, 2008). Practically, mahr is not only linked to marriage consumma-
tion and the unilateral right of men to divorce, but is also used by women as
the main bargaining strategy for demanding or avoiding divorce, according to
Mir-Hosseini (1993) based on her observations of proceedings in an Iranian
court. Furthermore, mahr is also linked to the social background and status
of brides and grooms. Moors (1994) for example, discusses how the deferral
of mahr means different things for urban educated women and rural poor
women. While urban women find deferred payment of mahr a problem, and
even regard it as signalling women’s dependence, poor rural women use such
deferrals to strengthen their bargaining powerwith their family of birth should
they divorce andneed tomoveback to their parents’ house. Likewise, inMakas-
sar and Aceh in Indonesia, the primary function of mahr is to indicate social
status andmaintain family privilege (Salim & Bowen, 2013; Tami, 2013; see also
Chapter 2 this volume).

It is important to note that with regard to the practice of mahr among the
Bimanese, the aforementioned gaps between the principles and practices of
mahr are notmutually exclusive. Thus the practice of ampa co’i ndaimay occur
with othermarriage payments; such payments can become a statusmarker and
be used by women to acquire power while maintaining gender roles. By focus-
ing on the Bimanese local tradition of ampa co’i ndai I argue that the Islamic
rules of mahr are, in practice, determined by various factors, including local
tradition, family, and individual circumstances. Economic and social consid-
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erations shape how mahr principles are enacted among Bimanese Muslims.
Negotiating with the bride and/or her family to provide the mahr payment is
possible in this society because the social meaning of marriage and the mar-
riage payment are that of a shared institution based on reciprocity (kacampo
fu’u, literally translated as ‘joint property’). Furthermore, this practice preserves
the roles of men as economic providers and supporters, helps tomeet women’s
needs for economic security and family stability, and maintains family status.

Patterns and Sources of Marriage Payments among the Bimanese

Men’s provision of themarriage payment is commonly viewed as the only legit-
imate practice available under Islamic law, as if there was no justifiable Islamic
alternative. Subhan (2008) suggests that it is possible for a society to insert
another practice, such as giving property to the man, into mahr, but doing so
is not considered to fall under the jurisdiction of Islamic law. On this matter,
article 31 of the Indonesian Compilation of Islamic Laws codified in 1991 states
only that the groom is obliged to providemahr to his bride.

Mahr not only ‘holds a central place in the legal structure of marriage’ but
also ‘in the social practice of someMuslim communities’ (Ali, 2006, p. xx). The
practice of marriage payments has become a living tradition that is closely
intertwined with cultural expression. Various meanings and patterns are evi-
dent among the diverse Muslim communities in Indonesia, in some parts
accommodating Islamic doctrine but elsewhere deviating fromnormative pre-
scriptions. The Bimanese refer to the marriage payment as: ‘co’i’ (price or
respect), which encompasses the mahr (co’i di pehe or stated payment), given
as part of Islamic practice; land and/or house (co’i di wa’a or personal prop-
erty), gifted as a cultural expression; and the expenses for the wedding party
and traditional ceremony, called ‘piti ka’a’ (spending money). When the bride
pays the co’i, it is referred to as ‘ampa co’i ndai’ (bride-paid marriage payment).
However, in the marriage contract, the groom continues to be referred to as
the sole provider of co’i. This is done to adhere to the Islamic code of conduct
and so that the man does not lose face (compare similar disjunctions between
public pronouncements and actual payments in the Bugis case, described in
chapter 2).

Of these three types of co’i, only the amount of the co’i di pehe will some-
times involve consultation with the bride, as this will form part of her personal
belongings. This is particularly true if the marriage is based on love and pre-
ceded by courtship, because the bride and groom will have agreed on how
much and what kind of wealth they will each provide. Co’i di wa’a is normally
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assigned to the bride and groom by their respective parents, with the man
bringing the house and the woman the land. Co’i di pehe is overshadowed by
co’i di wa’a, as the former is often worth less than personal property and is thus
regarded as less important economically. The amount of piti ka’a is decided by
the bride’smother, as she is responsible for both receiving the funds and paying
for the entire marriage ceremony.

Although the co’i provider is officially stated as the groom, both parties
always contribute to it. The respective contributions of the bride and groom
may vary, but at least four patterns can be identified, depending on the occu-
pation and status of both parties:
a. When bride and groom are farmers and/or self-employed, and neither is

a government employee, the groom provides the house and the bride the
land. These are considered to be their respective co’i di wa’a, which they
take back should the marriage end in divorce. If divorce takes place, the
house is usually given to the wife to own; the husband’s half can be put
in the children’s name or the wife may recompense her husband for it.
This payment practice still takes place among farmers, and was common
when subsistence farming was the norm and government employment
was a rarity. The payment of mahr is commonly shouldered to the groom
in the form of 5 to 10 grams of gold jewellery and/or a set of prayer equip-
ment.

b. When the groom is a government employee and the bride lacks higher
education and/or is not a government employee, she provides all the
funds. The bride receives land as personal property from her parents,
and the groom is not expected to provide the house. Men’s access to
higher education beginning in the 1960s allowed them to secure govern-
ment jobs, which increased their status compared to women who still
tended to work as farmers. In this arrangement, women provide payment
to compensate for the economic security they will receive from their hus-
bands’ monthly salary, and also to establish and maintain their social
status as wives of public servants. In such a marriage mahr is normally
set between 10 and 15 grams of gold jewellery and a set of prayer equip-
ment.

c. If the bride is a government employee and the groom is not (butmay be a
successful farmer, businessman, or other professional), the groom is pri-
marily responsible for providing the co’i, a house, land, and furniture. The
bride however still contributes to thewedding, aswedding celebrations in
Bima are always held at the bride’s family home. The bride and the groom
still have rights to receive land from their parents respectively as personal
property.
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d. If both the bride and groom are government employees, their Surat Kepu-
tusan (governmental decree of appointment) demonstrates they have a
regularmonthly salary to contribute to their new family. This pattern only
commenced in the 1980s when women began to enter higher education
and become government employees. If the bride’s parents have produc-
tive land and the groom’s parents have ahouse, thesewill be given to them
as personal property. Both bride and groom contribute financially to the
weddingparty, as agreedbybothparties. Bothbride and groom, or just the
groom, may contribute themahr stated during the ceremony, depending
on the agreement between them and both sets of families. The amount
of mahr commonly paid is 15 to 25 grams of gold jewellery and a set of
prayer equipment.

These four patterns of marriage payment among the Bimanese show that mar-
riage is considered a joint investment, involving the bride, the groom, and both
sets of families. This is clear from the practice of mutual contributions from
the bride and groom and the parents’ provision of personal property for each
of them. The Bimanese accommodation of mahr provisions into their cultural
context enables them to compensate for the particular ‘social location’ of the
bride and groom and for their prospects.

There are key aspects to the negotiation of marriage payment that result
in these patterns: mutual contributions, provision of mahr alongside co’i di
wa’a and/or the Surat Keputusan, payment as compensation or ampa co’i ndai,
and the special consideration of government employment. Mutual contribu-
tions refer to the bride and groom’s respective financial support to the newly
established family. The amount of contribution sought is determined by the
occupational status of each party, which serves as an indicator of who is most
likely to contribute the greatest financially to the marriage, regardless of gen-
der. The Bimanese refer to this principle of mutual contribution as ‘kacampo
fu’u’ (joining of capital or property). The payment is seen as an attempt to
gain respect (immaterial value) within a relationship, through the provision of
mutually valuable benefits by both parties. In the first and fourth cases above,
married partners of similar occupations (farmers with their personal property
or co’i di wa’a, and government employees with their Surat Keputusan) provide
mutual contributions, which are viewed as more significant for a new house-
hold than themahr payment.

Mahr may well coexist with personal property and Surat Keputusan. In case
(a) above, the mahr provided was less significant in value than the personal
co’i di wa’a provided by the parents. Bima society has a well-established tradi-
tion of undertaking important discussions before marriage regarding what the
bride and groom will contribute as their co’i di wa’a and how they will support
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the family economically. Themahr is not a key negotiation pointwhen it comes
to marriage payments. Likewise, in case (d) above, a less significant amount of
mahr is still paid, even when amonthly salary is guaranteed by the Surat Kepu-
tusan.

Marriage paymentsmay bemade as compensation, as in case (b), where the
bride will provide most of the funding to compensate for her lack of ‘power’
compared to the groom’s status, both as a man and as a government employee.
Here, ampa co’i ndai, or ‘bride-paid marriage payment’, literally means elevat-
ing one’s own price. In the third case (c), where the woman is a securely paid
government employee, then the man is expected to compensate for her posi-
tion by providing her with co’i. However, women who are government employ-
ees rarely marry men who are not, so this pattern of groom-paid marriage
payment rarely occurs. Only if the bride is nearing 30 years of age, and thus
viewed as approaching spinsterhood, would she be willing to practice ampa
co’i ndai.

The primary pattern of ampa co’i ndai is when the prospective husband is
a government employee, usually in the army or police. Being a government
employee is seen to offer many benefits, including economic, social, and fam-
ily stability. Unlike businessmen who can only guarantee the economic needs
of the family, or religious leaders who can only elevate the social position of
the family within the village, government employees are viewed as promising
a stronger bond of marriage as they are subject to government regulations that
restrict the possibility of polygamous marriage and extramarital affairs. There-
fore, the preference for a husband who is a government employee is motivated
by three important factors, namely economic security, social status, and family
stability.

It is assumed that if the man is a government employee, then he is a good
person in terms of piety, lineage, wealth, and honour, since he has passed a
government selection and screening process to acquire such a prestigious posi-
tion. His family has spent much money on his education and in enabling him
to acquire the job. To become a government employee, candidates do need to
provide a declaration that they have never committed a crime, and part of the
government entry interview inquires into the involvement of any family mem-
ber in any illegal organization or social movement. This formal government
process is taken as a guarantee that the husband is ‘a fit and proper person’ to
build a family with and to establish and/or preserve family social standing and
well-being. As one mother of a bride involved in ampa co’i ndai said, ‘Who are
we to judge a personwhen the Indonesian government believes him capable of
taking care of this country?’ (Maimunah, 58 years old). Itmust be said, however,
that proof of good character is actually more theoretical than factual.
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The economic responsibility and good character of the groom are indicators
of his readiness to marry. In the past, there was a tradition called ‘ngge’e nuru’
(literally, stay and follow) to determine this readiness, in which the prospective
groom stayed at his intended bride’s house, where the couple were not allowed
to socialize but could only communicate with each other through the parents.
This practicewas a specific quest for the groom-to-be andaway for thewoman’s
parents to find out more about the character of their future son-in-law (rido
katari). The duration of ngge’e nuru was usually three months, during which
time the bride’s parents observed, tested, and trained him. He was expected to
be good at farming, skilled at using the plough, and to demonstrate good char-
acters, such as being honest, patient, and meticulous. The piety of the groom
could also be assessed by his ability to recite the Qur’an and to perform the five
daily prayers.

H. Karim (aged 63, teacher) recalled the groom-testing tradition that he had
experienced:

In the past, the father of the girl could test how honest and hard-working
her prospective groom was. I experienced this ngge’e nuru when my
father-in-law asked me to go to the river to fetch water. He would calcu-
late the time it tookme to perform this task and compare it with his own.
I had been unaware that he was doing this but fortunately I made it, and
he was convinced that I was the right man. If I had taken longer to do the
task, he would have been doubtful.

The contemporary emphasis on aman’s occupation as a government employee
is a continuation of the tradition of ngge’e nuru, a way of establishing the abil-
ity of the groom to support the family and be of good character to ensure a
harmonious family relationship.

Negotiating the Practice of Mahr and the Roles of the Bride and
Groom

Ampa co’i ndai is a religiously and culturally based practice that has changed
over time to accommodate modern shifts in employment patterns. The rule
that the groom provides themahr is maintained in the declaration of marriage
but ismodified in reality, even to the extent that the bridemaywell take over his
role. Embedded in Bimanese mahr payment practices are the strategies wives
employ to equalize their status with their husbands’, to control family stability,
and to maintain their family prestige.
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Adapting Traditional Practices toModern Circumstances
Ampa co’i ndai is not a new form of marriage payment, but rather a modi-
fication of mahr, which has long been given by Bimanese Muslims. It does
however represent a slight modification of the basic form of Bimanese mar-
riage payment, the kacampo fu’u. This change has occurred in response to the
so-called modern bureaucratization of Bima society and the distinction made
between the public and private spheres. I argue that the practice of ampa co’i
ndai has both strong cultural values and religious bases. Both cultural and reli-
gious values are fundamental to Bimanese society, yet allowances can bemade
for reasonable adjustment to circumstances. Culture and religion are thus seen
more as flexible ways and rules rather than rigid ones.

Ampa co’i ndai is part of the traditional life of an agricultural community,
where strong bonds and close relations tie the members together. Nothing is
considered to be a private matter; the community can always intervene. In an
agricultural society, communal well-being is of primary interest and this can
only be achieved by the participation of all members. Failure to participate is
believed to bring about bad luck and disaster, which will put the whole com-
munity at risk. In the past, for example, there was a communal prayer for the
welfare of the community and the prevention of natural disaster called the
do’a dana; this was conducted by the entire community, including children,
who sat down on the ground together and prayed before starting the planting.
A communal approach still guides the local practice of karawi sama (mutual
cooperation) where community members gather to jointly plant or clear one
member’s rice field, each member in turn being jointly assisted by other com-
munitymembers. The great effort expended in thewedding process is similarly
seen as of communal interest, viewed not as a personal matter but a joint
investment of the bride and groom and their families. Informants say the fam-
ily and community are responsible for taking the couple through the process
step by step (kabua batu) but without interposing their own interests into the
couple’s house (uru batu).

Marriage is arranged only for those deemed to be ready: both bride and
groom should be able to economically support the new family while their
respective families of origin provide the personal property, in the kacampo
fu’u arrangement. This is connected to a longer tradition in which both par-
ties were expected to demonstrate certain competencies (women in weaving,
men in farming) that indicated their readiness. Both skills were equally valued
as providing economic capital, rather than men being seen as occupying the
prestigious public sphere and women the less valued domestic sphere. Neither
sex was prevented from participating in the other’s skills, and women in par-
ticular participated in farming.
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In addition, the future bride and groom needed to demonstrate that their
parents could provide land (from the bride’s parents) and a house (from the
groom’s parents); these had to be physically shown to the other party before
the union could take place. The furniture was to be provided by the man and
the kitchen utensils by the woman, or they could agree to jointly provide what
they needed.

Kacampo fu’u (joint investment) and ngge’e nuru (in-house screening) were
two strong local traditions and they underlie the development of the prac-
tice of ampa co’i ndai. When brides and grooms were farmers and had sim-
ilar educational backgrounds, women’s weaving skills were seen as equal to
men’s farming skills. But due to the shift in employment away from agriculture
into government occupations, and the expectation that men should achieve
a high-status job as the head of the family and economic provider, society no
longer expects male government employees to provide co’i, particularly when
the bride does not have a similarly high level of education and is not a govern-
ment employee. Expecting a man to fulfil all expectations of being a suitable
groom and providing an appropriate mahr in such an unequal relationship is
nowviewed as exerting toomuchpressure onhim,which could adversely affect
the power balance within the family, especially when the woman’s bargaining
position is weak.

Thus, in response tomodernization, includingmen’s entry into the jobmar-
ket and the tendency for women to be distanced from the prestigious public
sphere, Bimanese culturehasprovidedamechanism tomaintain thebalanceof
gender relations within the family by allowing women to bring their own eco-
nomic resources into the marriage institution. When a government-employed
potential groom approaches the prospective bride or her family, they know
they can rely on him economically and are reassured of his personal qualities
as a good partner. In this situation the bride is prepared to acknowledge the
qualities and resources of this arujiki (gifted) husband by providing the mahr
herself.

Ampa co’i ndai:Women’s Power, Social Status, and Family Prestige
Two key terms that are frequently used in relation to the sharing of mahr pay-
ments are ‘status uplifting’ (cua kana’e ngara) and ‘burden sharing’ (cua kaneo
di rawi). When a bride and her family contribute, they seek to strengthen their
social status but not to the detriment of the groom’s social status.

Ampa co’i ndai is commonly practiced by a couple of unequal status, to
consciously balance the distribution of power between the husband and wife.
By contributing to the mahr payment, brides compensate for their lack of
social status, gain a bargaining tool within the family to control their husbands’
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behaviour (aiba da saca’u adena), and help maintain the stability of their new
families. The practice remakes the bride’s own status (kaco’i weki ndai) by pay-
ing respect to the status of the groom (kaco’iku ngarana).

AWay forWomen to Acquire Power
Men exert specific privileges in Bimanese society: they can unilaterally decide
to divorce, are less likely to be stigmatized if they have an extramarital affair,
andmaydecide tohavemore thanonewife.Womenwhoemployampaco’i ndai
believe that these privileges or rights can be controlled so men do not indulge
in them excessively. They believe that through this practice they acquire a
balance of power that prevents them from being subordinated. Village infor-
mants, including those who have engaged in ampa co’i ndai, explained some
of the motivations for this practice as including ‘loaku na ntau fiki’ (so he has
thoughts), ‘baiba da sabe ra ne’e’ (so he avoids doing silly things), ‘baiba da be
ra ca’una’ (so he does not just follow his ownwill). The practice seeks to ensure
that the husband will show consideration toward his wife and family and not
just do what he wants.

The following example was related to me by Basir, an Indonesian soldier,
and his wife, Fitri (both pseudonyms) whom I interviewed separately and then
jointly. Basir had applied to join the army upon finishing high school, and
acknowledged that the application process was quite expensive and his wife’s
family had helped him as part of their marriage agreement. He had met Fitri
when she stayed with his family while attending the same high school in the
city. Her family lived in a rural area and, as is common, sent her to stay in a
relative’s house in the city while she attended high school.

They had not fallen in love, but their families decided they should wed. The
pressure on them to wed intensified when Basir and his parents decided they
wanted him to join the army, rather than go to university. Serving in the army
would help him secure a job quicker, and, providing he had enough money to
get through the recruitment stages, he could have a stable job. After a long dis-
cussion with his parents, Fitri’s family was willing to help, and it was agreed
that they would marry later.

However, theirmarriage did not run as smoothly as planned. Once Basir was
accepted as an army recruit, two years after they graduated, they weremarried,
at only 20 years old. As they both admitted, neither had had the opportunity
to enjoy life as a single person. This can affect a woman differently than aman,
as a husband can have extramarital affairs, but a wife cannot. Basir said that
he would never forgive her if she had extramarital relations, but, he felt that as
long as he ‘brings back the bottle he can share the filling of it’, meaning that his
‘manhood’ is Fitri’s but he could still have relationships with other women.
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When I asked Fitri how she felt about this, she claimed that her husband
was only joking, because he would never have the courage to behave in this
way, and, even if he did, she would not believe it unless she caught him red-
handed: ‘If I do, I have the ace card, and I can let his parents know and report
him to the army. Between them they have authority over his happiness and his
job’.

While they both knew that Basir could still use his male privilege to be
unfaithful to his wife, it was interesting to see that she knew exactly what
actions she could take should he do so. When I suggested that the decision
taken by herself and her family to practice ampa co’i ndai did not make any
difference, since he could still use his power, she answered that if she had not
contributed to the mahr, she might be in a worse situation in which she could
not do anything. At least by employing ampa co’i ndai she believed that she rec-
tified the imbalance of power between them and ensured he would not let her
go without providing her with something.

Remaking Social Status
Personal and professional achievement is highly valued in Bima and achieving
the security of government employment engenders huge respect, particularly
if the man is employed as a teacher or lecturer, and even more so if a religious
teacher or lecturer. People assume that teachers are well regarded by everyone
in the community, and that they are knowledgeable people who can provide
solutions to problems in everyday life. This is illustrated in the following sto-
ries of Ani and Aria, and Rahmi and Sam.

Both brides acknowledge their husbands’ achievements in securing govern-
ment jobs had been hard won. They were well aware of their struggles at uni-
versity and were willing to provide the ampa co’i ndai payment because they
did not want to financially burden their husbands any further. Ani and Rahmi
felt lucky to have them as partners as they were good men, and because their
own social status, as daughters of government employees, wasmaintained. Ani
said, ‘He is very similar to my father, as my mother said, and I am proud of my
father’, andRahmi explained, ‘My social statuswould decline if Imarried some-
one with no formal secure job, because my father is a government employee’.

At the time of our interview, Ani was 49 years old. She had graduated 22
years earlier from the Islamic university in the province, and she had married
a classmate who had graduated the same year. Aria, her husband, had been
a smart student who frequently helped his friends, including Ani, with their
coursework. They became close, and his girlfriend at that time became jealous,
leading to their breakup. Aria was from a poor family from Flores, East Nusa
Tenggara, but because he had been identified as a bright student, a teacher
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had made arrangements for him to live with the teacher’s sister’s family in
Bima so that he could attend the local high school and continue on to univer-
sity.

The first time Aria met Ani’s parents was at their graduation ceremony and
her mother had asked more about him. On his way to visit his parents in East
Nusa Tenggara a month later, he stopped by at Ani’s house to wait for the ferry
to take him home to his island. This enabled her parents to observe him more
closely. Ani did not exactly know how the conversation began between her
mother and him, but all she heard when he left was her mother saying, ‘You
know the way here now and you have to come back next time’. After he left,
her mother began to discuss the possibility of Ani marrying him. Her mother
said that Aria was like Ani’s father, with a strongmotivation to learn and a good
personality, despite financial limitations, and toldher, ‘Aina tolaarujikima taho’
(do not refuse good fortune).

Themarriage was proposed, and Ani’s family offered to provide all the fund-
ing for the wedding party and the mahr. Aria consulted his adopted parents
and they agreed, and his birth family also accepted it because they did not feel
they had contributed to his achievements and he therefore had the freedom to
decide what he wanted.

This story is almost identical to that of Rahmi and Sam who also went to
the same university; Rahmi’s family was richer and had a higher social status
than that of Sam, whose family were poor farmers. They began their courtship
during the second year of university. Being the top student on graduation day,
the fact that Sam was very smart was undeniable. The university hired him as
an assistant lecturer after graduation, something that he had been doing infor-
mally while he was a student. Only one year after graduation he was appointed
as a permanent state-employed lecturer at the university.

Maintaining Family Prestige
The Bimanese are proud of the social standing held by their extended family,
which can help confirm an individual’s good name. As one of my informants
explained, it is good for men and women to marry within their extended fam-
ily and thereby ‘close the distance’ (kadenimado’o) between relatives. Doing so
prevents aman frombecoming part of another extended family (ntawipu laona
dei dou), and it consolidates the family name. This is illustrated in the following
story of Jaka and Dija.

After graduating from high school where he trained to become a teacher,
Jaka went to Kalimantan where he was told that it would be easier to be made
a government employee. He stayed with relatives there and was fortunate to
receive a permanent position after volunteering for two years at a junior high
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school. Dija remained in her home village after finishing high school, choos-
ing to improve her skills in bridal makeup rather than continue her education,
because at that time, in 1970, women did not often go to university.

Jaka’s and Dija’s parents were second cousins but they lived in different
districts in Bima. One day at a family gathering, Jaka’s mother saw Dija, and
thought she would be a good match for her son. Jaka’s parents initiated the
match by approaching Dija’s parents, highlighting the fact that since they had
spent muchmoney helping their son Jaka find a job, Dija’s parents would need
to help fund the wedding if the match went ahead. Dija’s parents agreed in
that principle, but wanted to ask their daughter first, as they knew she had a
boyfriend. They promised that they would try and persuade her. The marriage
eventually took place with full funding from Dija’s parents; as she explained,
this was a ‘karawi kakese’ (self-funded marriage). Their marriage strengthened
connectionswithin the extended family, and helpedDija’s family improve their
social status.

The goal of strengthening extended family connections is also clear in the
story of Fauzi and Icha, both university graduates who worked as government
employees. Fauzi,whowas already employed as amarriage officer at theKantor
Urusan Agama (Islamic Religious Affairs Office), was happily surprised when
Icha’s parents approached him about helping her find a job. He had been
interested in her and trying to find a good time to approach her, so her par-
ents’ request was, he said, ‘a dream come true’. Their relationship began, and,
although he did not proclaim his feelings, they showed each other gestures of
love. A year after Icha got a job as a nurse, the marriage process was initiated.
Her parents gave them a house to live in, the funding for thewedding party was
shared, and Fauzi provided amahr of 25 grams of gold jewellery. Icha and Fauzi
have been married for almost eight years now with two children and clearly
feel that their family is a good example of joining capital (kacampo fu’u) and
enhancing family intimacy (kadeni ma do’o), family practices which they were
told went back about five generations.

Conclusion

This study shows that to understand a complex social phenomenon such as
marriage payments, we must attend to Muslims’ ideas, emotions, and narra-
tives in a particular place. Islam becomes part of these accounts in the form
that local people give to it, in the ways they interpret sacred texts and Islamic
traditions. The above examples of ampa co’i ndai illustrate that the mahr pay-
ment practice in Bima does not simply follow the Islamic legal text, which dic-
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tates that men should be the providers and women the receivers, but instead is
adapted to individual circumstances. The ideal is alsomodified to fitwith social
practice, bridging ‘what should be’ with ‘what could be’ by providing the best
solution to any given situation. Bimanese firmly hold to the belief thatmarriage
is a joint investment (kacampo fu’u). If grooms demonstrate economic respon-
sibility and good character, and have been screened through the ngge’e nuru
tradition, the practice of ampa co’i ndai becomes possible in certain circum-
stances. This practice is also employed by some Bimanese women to enable
them to acquire power in theirmarriage, which helps themmaintain their new
family’s stability and their family of origin’s status.

In this case as in somanyothers, it is onlywhenwe studybothpeople’s inten-
tions and subjectivities, and also the broad social and economic context, that
we start to see how social institutions of marriage work.
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